The effect of cement dosage, polymer and fiber content on the mechanical properties and flexural toughness indices of the polymer and fiber composite modified cement concrete has been studied using an orthogonal experiment analysis method. And then the impact of these three factors on the 28d flexural-tensile strength, bend-press ratio and flexural toughness of the polymer and fiber composite modified cement concrete has also been investigated by fuzzy analytical hierarchy process. Firstly, the results of this experiment have been obfuscated by a fuzzy math method. Secondly, the weight of each parameter has been calculated by an included angle cosine method. Thirdly, a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model has been proposed. Finally, the optimal parameter combination of these three have been determined.
Introduction
Many domestic and foreign scholars put forward of the ordinary concrete by polymer emulsion and fiber composite modification, related studies have shown that [1] [2] , using polymer to modification of fiber cement based materials, can significantly enhance the interface combination between the fiber and cement paste, which can greatly reduce the brittleness of cement base material (mainly from the flexural strength, compression ratio, flexural toughness and other properties characterization), improve the road driving comfort.
Using the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (ahp) in the fuzzy mathematics, this study on the dosage of cement and polymer emulsion, fiber content through the orthogonal experiment of compound modified evaluation index with fuzzy evaluation, to determine polymer -fiber composite modified cement concrete system of the three factors the best parameter combination. 
Test

Application of the Theory of Fuzzy Mathematics Test Data Processing
Fuzzy Orthogonal Experiment Data Processing.Blurred in the test data with is the principle of treatment process, through the fuzzy matter-element analysis method converts it into corresponding indicators of membership degree [3] , conversion formula is as follows:
(1)
In the formula:Xij as the index, the measured data of experiment scheme i j;Xij* as the index, the measured data of experiment scheme i j conversion value;(1) the values for the bigger the evaluation results more good evaluation index;(2) the smaller type of index numerical evaluation results more good evaluation index;The total number of m as evaluation index;The total number n for test.Using on type of fuzzy orthogonal experiment data processing results are shown in table 5. 
The Establishment of the Fuzzy Evaluation Matrix.Calculation of each factor in each level of the average index, namely the first k level corresponds to a certain factors index of average, computation formula is as follows:
(2) In the formula: Yij is the average level factors corresponding index;M number for index evaluation;N is a factor on the number of levels. Through the calculation on type, building of all levels under the different factors corresponding to the mean of each evaluation index are shown in table 6. For each factor and its corresponding index of the evaluation set, should be the data normalization processing, normalization processing formula is as follows:
In the formula: Zij for all levels under the different factors on the results of evaluation indexes should be normalized;N is a factor on the number of levels.
Through calculation, on the table 8 data normalization treatment, get of all levels under the different factors on the set of evaluation indexes should be normalized as shown in table 7. The Determination of the Weight Vector.Multiple evaluation indexes in the process of the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, the determination of the weight vector is the key to determine the content of various factors, in this paper, using the vector included Angle cosine [4] , the weight of each evaluation index is constructed.n test plan evaluation indexes on m matrix is as follows:
In the formula: aij represents j corresponds to the test program of the i evaluation index value. According to the type of evaluation index are obtained as follows:
A= (5) (1)First of all to establish index, the optimal combination U and worst evaluation combination V.
This test can be obtained through the type index, the optimal combination U and worst combination evaluation V: 
C Factors membership MC= W○ +R=(0.2661，0.4601，0.2738)× =(0.3348， 0.3336， 0.3318) (15) According to the maximum membership degree principle, can be seen from the single factor membership MA2, MB1, MC1 was the best blending proportion, namely A2B1C1 as the best process parameter combination. Model to Judge the Result Analysis.Evaluation result is obtained by fuzzy mathematical evaluation model by: (1) After polymer mixed with the hydration of cement in the cement paste gradually form a continuous mesh film, which have the effect of cementation and filling small gap, the toughness of cement base material modification, the modification effect and is closely related to ratio of poly [5] .
(2) The fiber under this system, due to the effect of modification of the polymer to cement paste, makes the connection fiber and cement paste closer, improved fiber and slurry interface transition zone, micro and macro defects, to further fiber toughening crack resistance effect.
Conclusions
(1)In this paper, using the orthogonal method of polymer -fiber composite modified cement concrete experiment design, and using the fuzzy mathematical model analytic hierarchy process to analyze the test results, and effectively make up for the traditional orthogonal experiment data analysis method is easy to appear the lack of local optimal solution. (2)Through the mathematical model of fuzzy evaluation,The 28d flexural strength, folding compressive and flexural toughness of three indexes under different weight coefficient,the dosage of cement and polymer emulsion, the best combination of fiber content,the dosage of cement 325 kg/m
